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Gomory mixed-integer cuts are an important ingredient in state-ofthe-art software for solving mixed-integer linear programs. In particular, much attention has been paid to the strengthening of these cuts.
In this paper, we give an overview of existing approaches for improving the performance of Gomory mixed-integer cuts. More precisely, we
consider k-cuts, combined Gomory mixed-integer cuts, reduce-and-split
cuts, and lift-and-project cuts. We give a detailed description of the implementation of the separation routines for these cutting planes. Finally,
we report on computational results with the diﬀerent strengthening approaches on a large-scale test set and analyze their performance. We also
investigate the characteristics of the generated cutting planes. The results show that, although Gomory mixed-integer cuts are very eﬀective,
strengthening these cuts can have a positive impact on the performance
of a MIP solver in many cases.

1 Introduction
In the last two decades the performance of software packages for solving mixedinteger programs (MIPs) increased dramatically. The progress becomes especially
apparent by means of the standard library MIPLIB 3.0 [14] which contains MIPs
from various practical applications. Most of these problems which were hard or
even impossible to solve with standard software when MIPLIB 3.0 was assembled
are now solvable within a few seconds. This improvement is due to the development
of the state-of-the-art in related ﬁelds of research. Besides faster computers and
improvements in linear programming, enhanced cutting plane techniques [15] make
contemporary optimization software a powerful and practical tool which allows for
solving large-scale, real-world MIPs.
Gomory mixed-integer (GMI) cuts [22] were proposed in the 1960s. Due to several
reasons [18] these cuts were considered to be useless in practice for more than thirty
years. In the course of the development of lift-and-project cuts [8, 9] they were
reinvestigated and turned out to be very eﬀective [10]. Nowadays GMI cuts are a
crucial factor in state-of-the-art software for solving MIPs like Cplex [23] or MOPS
[29]. Along with the GMI cuts other families of cutting planes like cover cuts, ﬂow
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cover cuts, ﬂow path cuts and mixed integer rounding (MIR) cuts successfully found
their way into these systems where they are generally used in conjunction with a
branch-and-bound algorithm. In particular, improvements in the performance of
GMI cuts are likely to bring about further substantial progress in solving hard
MIPs.
In this paper we survey strengthening approaches for GMI cuts. We give a detailed description of their implementation in the MOPS MIP solver. Finally, we
present computational results reﬂecting the eﬀectiveness of our implementations
and discuss the impact of certain details on the overall performance.
The MOPS MIP solver is a high performance system for solving large-scale LP
and MIP problems. The current version of MOPS features state-of-the-art primal
simplex, dual simplex and interior point algorithms to solve LP problems. Moreover, the system uses sophisticated heuristics, branch-and-bound (branch-and-cut)
algorithms and cutting plane techniques to tackle MIPs.
Consider a mixed-integer linear program in the form
min
s.t.

cT x
Ax
x
xj

≥
≥
∈

b
0
Z, j ∈ NI

(MIP≥ )

where c, x ∈ Rn , b ∈ Rm , A ∈ Rm×n and NI ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n}. For technical
reasons we assume that Ax ≥ b explicitly contains the simple upper bounds xj ≤ dj
for j ∈ NI as constraints. In other words, the last |NI | inequalities of Ax ≥ b are
−xj ≥ −dj for j ∈ NI . We will discuss a more practical formulation in a subsequent
section of this paper.
The linear programming relaxation (LP) of (MIP≥ ) is obtained by omitting the
integrality conditions on xj for all j ∈ NI . Given a basis of (LP), let B index the
basic and J index the non-basic variables. Furthermore, let x∗ denote an optimal
basic solution to (LP). A Gomory mixed-integer cut is generated from a simplex
tableau row associated with basic integer-constrained variable which has a fractional
value in the solution to (LP). Let such a row be given by
xi = āi0 −



āij xj .

(1)

j∈J

The GMI cut generated from the simplex tableau row (1) is

j∈J∩NI :fij ≤fi0



fij xj +

j∈J∩NI :fij >fi0

+



j∈J\NI :āij ≥0

fi0 (1 − fij )
xj
1 − fi0
āij xj +


j∈J\NI :āij <0

fi0 (−āij )
xj ≥ fi0 ,
1 − fi0

(2)

where fij = āij − āij  and fi0 = āi0 − āi0  > 0. This valid inequality can
equivalently be obtained by applying mixed-integer rounding [24] to the tableau
row (1).
The question of how to strengthen GMI cuts is related to the problem of measuring cut quality. Let αT x ≥ β be an arbitrary GMI cut. The violation of the GMI
cut is given by
vio (α, β) = β − αT x∗ = β
(3)
as αT x∗ = 0. Thus the violation is equal to the fractional part of the right-hand
side of the corresponding simplex tableau row. Due to the fact that using violation
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as a quality measure has several drawbacks, we also consider the Euclidean distance
between the cut hyperplane αT x = β and the solution x∗ which is deﬁned as
dis (α, β) =

β
β − α T x∗
=
.
α
α

(4)

Observe that to enhance the Euclidean distance, one can either try to increase the
fractional part of the right-hand side of a tableau row (numerator) or decrease the
size of the coeﬃcients in the GMI cut (denominator).

2 Strengthening Gomory Mixed-Integer Cuts
In the following section we discuss diﬀerent strengthening techniques for GMI cuts.
We start with the simple idea of modifying an LP tableau row by multiplying it
by an integral value. Then we describe two approaches which create combinations
of LP tableau rows. Finally, we consider the lift-and-project method which tries to
improve the initial optimal LP tableau row by performing a sequence of pivots.

2.1 K-Cuts
Cornuéjols et al. [19] propose to multiply both sides of (1) by an integer k = 1 and
then apply the Gomory mixed-integer cut, instead of generating a GMI cut from
an (LP) tableau row directly. The resulting inequality has the form


k
fij
xj

k ≤f k
j∈J∩NI :fij
i0

+



k
k
1 − fij
fi0


k >f k
j∈J∩NI :fij
i0

+



k
1 − fi0



kāij xj +

j∈J\NI :kāij ≥0

xj

j∈J\NI :kāij <0

k
fi0
(−kāij )
k
xj ≥ fi0
,
k
1 − fi0

(5)

k
k
where fij
= kāij − kāij  and fi0
= kāi0 − kāi0 . The inequality (5) is called the
k-cut generated from (1). For each k a variation of the original GMI cut is obtained
as the fractional parts of the right-hand side and the coeﬃcients in the tableau
row change. The multiplication by k can produce a larger fractional part of the
right-hand side and, therefore, lead to more violated inequalities. The size of the
coeﬃcients of the integral variables is not negatively inﬂuenced. In [19] it is proven
that in the pure integer case k-cuts perform variable-wise better than the GMI cut
with exactly ﬁfty percent probability. On the other hand, in the mixed-integer case
the coeﬃcients of the continuous variables tend to deteriorate with increasing values
of k.

2.2 Combined Gomory Mixed-Integer Cuts
Ceria et al. [16] discuss combining LP tableau rows with the objective of obtaining
a strengthened GMI cut. The basic assumption of their approach is that all tableau
rows are given in or can be transformed into rational data respectively. Consider
two LP tableau rows exclusively written in rational numbers
ei0  eij
−
xj
D
D
j∈J
ek0  ekj
−
xj
xk =
D
D
xi =

j∈J

(6a)
(6b)
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where ei0 , ei0 , D ∈ Z and eij , ekj ∈ Z for all j ∈ J. Multiplying (6a) by μi ∈ Z and
(6b) by μk ∈ Z, we obtain the following combined tableau row
ei0
ek0  μi eij + μk ekj
+ μk
−
xj .
μi xi + μk xk = μi
(7)
D
D
D
j∈J

We would like to choose the multipliers μi and μk such that the right-hand side of
the GMI cut generated from the combination is maximized and the coeﬃcients on
the left-hand side are minimized. We start by optimizing the right-hand side. The
right-hand side of the GMI cut generated from the combined row (7) will be
ei0
ek0  ei0
ek0 
+ μk
− μi
+ μk
f0 = μi
.
(8)
D
D
D
D
Ceria et al. [16] propose a method which allows for computing μi and μk such that a
certain value of f0 is generated. Suppose we would like to obtain the fractional part
e
. Let G be the greatest common divisor of ei0 , ek0 , and D. Furthermore,
f0 = D
e
can be obtained by
suppose that G divides e. Then, the fractional part f0 = D
setting
D−e
D−e
pi and μk = D −
pk
(9)
μi = D −
G
G
where pi , pk and q are integers which solve the diophantine equation
G = pi ei0 + pk ek0 + qD.

(10)

The requirement that G divides e must be made to ensure that μi and μk are integral. After maximizing the right-hand side, the same approach is used to minimize
coeﬃcients on the left-hand side while keeping the right-hand side maximal. Of
course it is possible to consider more than two tableau rows at a time.

2.3 Reduce-and-Split Cuts
A diﬀerent approach to strengthen the GMI cut was developed by Andersen et
al. [2]. It is based on the observation that the coeﬃcients of non-basic continuous
variables in a GMI cut are not bounded and depend on the size of the coeﬃcients
in the corresponding simplex tableau row. The size of these coeﬃcients has a direct
inﬂuence on the cut quality (4). The idea described in [2] is to reduce the size of
these coeﬃcients by forming linear combinations of simplex tableau rows. Consider
an additional row of the simplex tableau.

ākj xj
(11)
xk = āk0 −
j∈J

To improve the GMI cut generated from (1), the latter row is combined with (11)
by adding δ ∈ Z times (11) to (1):


xi + δxk = āi0 + δāk0 −
(āij + δākj ) xj −
(āij + δākj ) xj
(12)
j∈J∩NI

j∈J\NI

As the procedure aims at reducing the coeﬃcient of the variables j ∈ J\NI , one
chooses δ such that it minimizes the function

2
(āij + δākj ) .
(13)
h (δ) =
j∈J\NI

In [2] it is shown that (13) is a quadratic convex function in δ and that its minimum
can be found by rounding. If a reduction with δ = 0 is identiﬁed, the tableau rows
are combined and the process is iterated.
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2.4 Lift-and-Project Cuts
Reconsider our MIP formulation (MIP≥ ) and suppose that all integer-constrained
variables are 0-1 variables, i.e. we have a (mixed) 0-1 program. The whole constraint
system will in the following also be denoted by Âx ≥ b̂ and can be written as
Âx − s = b̂ by introducing surplus variables. Note that the vector s ∈ Rm+n
consists of m surplus variables from the constraints in A, including |NI | surplus
variables from the upper bound constraints, and n surplus variables from the lower
bound constraints. As all bounds on variables are contained in the constraint system
Âx ≥ b̂, all structural variables are unrestricted and can w.l.o.g. be assumed to be
basic. Due to the fact that sm+j = xj for j ∈ N , it is possible to write the simplex
tableau row (1) completely using only surplus variables.
xi = āi0 −



āij sj .

(14)

j∈J

The intersection cut [3] derived from (14) is given by αs ≥ β where β = āi0 (1 − āi0 )
and αj = max {āij (1 − āi0 ) , −āij āi0 } for j ∈ J. This cut can be strengthened by
using the integrality conditions on the variables sj for j ∈ J ∩NI . The strengthened
intersection cut is given by ᾱs ≥ β where

min {fij (1 − āi0 ) , (1 − fij ) āi0 } , for j ∈ J ∩ NI
ᾱj =
(15)
αj ,
otherwise
and fij = āij − āij . The strengthened intersection cut is the same as the GMI
cut.
Lift-and-project cuts [8, 9] are simple disjunctive [4] or split cuts [17] which are
derived from a disjunction


Âx ≥ b̂
Âx ≥ b̂
∨
(16)
−xi ≥ 0
xi ≥ 1
on a fractional 0-1 variable. Further developments of the method were documented
in [5, 11, 28]. The most-violated (deepest) lift-and-project cut αx ≥ β from this
disjunction is obtained by solving a cut generating linear program (CGLP)
min
s.t.

αx∗

−β
−uÂ

α
α
−β
−β

+

u0 ei

−

v Â

−

v0 ei

+

v b̂

+

v0

+ub̂

=0
=0
=0
=0

(CGLPi )

where u, v, u0 , v0 ≥ 0 and ei is the i-th unit vector. The set of feasible solutions
to (CGLPi ) is a cone which needs to be truncated by a so-called normalization
constraint
m+n
m+n


ui +
v i + u0 + v 0 = 1
(17)
i=1

i=1

in order to obtain a bounded set.
Any basic solution (α, β, u, v, u0 , v0 ) of (CGLPi ) corresponds to a lift-and-project
cut which is given by β = ub̂ = v b̂ + v0 , αi = max{uÂi − ui − u0 , v Âi − vi + v0 } and
αj = max{uÂj − uj , v Âj − vj } for j = i where Âj is the j-th column of Â. Like
the intersection cut, the lift-and-project cut can be strengthened by considering the
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integrality of some variables. The strengthened lift-and-project cut ᾱx ≥ β has the
coeﬃcients

min{uÂj − uj + u0 mj , v Âj − vj − v0 mj }, for j ∈ NI \ {i}
(18)
ᾱj =
otherwise
αj ,
where
mj =

v Âj − vj − uÂj + uj
.
u0 + v 0

(19)

A major drawback of the lift-and-project approach is that solving the (CGLP) may
be time consuming if the underlying problem is suﬃciently large.

2.4.1 Solving the CGLP on the LP Tableau
Balas and Perregaard [12] discovered a correspondence between bases of (LP) and
(CGLPi ) which allows for a more eﬃcient generation of lift-and-project cuts. Suppose that a partition (M1 , M2 ) of J such that j ∈ M1 , if āij < 0 and j ∈ M2 , if āij >
0 is given. The strengthened lift-and-project cut which is deﬁned by the solution
of (CGLPi ) corresponding to the basis (α, β, u0 , v0 , {uk : k ∈ M1 } , {vk : k ∈ M2 })
is equivalent to the strengthened intersection cut (or GMI cut) derived from (14).
The same correspondence can also be established between the unstrengthened versions of these cuts. Based on these insights, Balas and Perregaard developed a
very elegant method which mimics the optimization of (CGLPi ) by performing a
sequence of pivots on the original (LP) tableau.
At each iteration of this procedure a pivot in a row k = i of the simplex tableau
is performed which produces a linear combination of the reference row i with row k
such that the GMI cut from the combined row is more violated than the one solely
obtained from row i. In order to be able to perform a pivot, a variable which leaves
the basis needs to be selected in a ﬁrst step. This selection is guided by the fact
that each row k of the (LP) simplex tableau corresponds to a pair uk , vk of nonbasic variables of (CGLPi ). Pivoting uk or vk into the basis of (CGLPi ) causes the
variable xk to leave the basis of (LP). The reduced-cost of the non-basic variables
uk and vk can be calculated from the entries in the (LP) tableau rows i and k and
/ J ∪i
the (LP) solution x∗ for each row k ∈
ruk = −σ + āk0 (1 − x∗i ) − τk
rvk = −σ − āk0 (1 − x∗i ) + s∗k + τk

(20a)
(20b)

where
σ=

j∈M2

āij s∗j − āi0 (1 − x∗i )
1+
j∈J

and
τk =


j∈M1

σākj +

|āij |

 


s∗j − σ ākj .

(21)

(22)

j∈M2

In a second step, a non-basic variable xp from row k is selected to enter the basis.
The variable xp which brings about the largest improvement of the cut violation
among all other non-basic variables present in row k is pivoted into the basis. Two
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evaluation functions are used to measure the eﬀect of pivoting xp into the basis.
g + (γ) =

j∈J

max {āij , −γākj } s∗j − āi0 + (āi0 + γāk0 ) x∗i
1+γ+
j∈J

g − (γ) =

j∈J

|āij + γākj |

(23a)

max {0, āij + γākj } s∗j − (āi0 + γāk0 ) (1 − x∗i )
1−γ+
j∈J

|āij + γākj |

(23b)

2.4.2 Connection to Split Cuts
Multiplying the left-hand side of the disjunction (16) with u, u0 ≥ 0 and the righthand side with v, v0 ≥ 0 we obtain
uÂx − u0 xi ≥ ub̂ ∨ v Âx + v0 xi ≥ v b̂ + v0 .

(24)

Solving (CGLPi ) optimizes the multipliers u, v, u0 , v0 and generates the most-violated
intersection (or simple disjunctive) cut with respect to the (simple split) disjunction
xi ≤ 0 ∨ xi ≥ 1. Using the correspondence discussed above, an equivalent result can
be obtained by performing pivots on the (LP) tableau. The intersection cut can
then be strengthened by using the integrality conditions on some of the variables.
This second operation can be seen as a strengthening of the underlying disjunction. Therefore the most-violated strengthened intersection cut (or GMI cut) is the
result of a two-stage procedure. Ideally one would like to optimize the basis and
the disjunction at the same time. This is equivalent to ﬁnding an optimal split cut
which can be separated by solving a mixed-integer nonlinear program. Solving this
mixed-integer nonlinear program has been treated in [13].
2.4.3 The Role of the Normalization
In a recent paper, Fischetti et al. [21] examine the strengths and weaknesses of the
standard normalization constraint (17). There are two positive characteristics of
this normalization. Consider the right-hand side of the normalization constraint to
be a resource that must be shared among the multipliers u, v, u0 , and v0 .
As a consequence large multipliers are generally undesirable as they consume
large amounts of this resource. Therefore the standard normalization (17) will
produce cuts with relatively small coeﬃcients due to the usage of relatively small
multipliers. This in turn implies that multipliers associated with cuts need to be
comparably large for the cuts to become relevant. Thus cuts with relatively low
rank are separated.
Since original inequalities from the problem formulation are normally sparse and
the normalization produces relatively sparse multiplier vectors, the generated cuts
also tend to be sparse.
A weakness of the standard normalization is that it is depended on the scaling
of the constraint system. Consider an inequality ai x ≤ bi and its scaled version
ak x ≤ bk where ak = μai and bk = μbi with μ > 1. Clearly, the multipliers of the
second inequality are uk = uμi and vk = vμi . Therefore selecting the second inequality
is more favorable as it consumes less resources with respect to the right-hand side of
the normalization constraint. By an appropriate scaling previously generated cuts
can also become relevant. Thus the nice properties of the normalization, i.e. the
generation of sparse low-rank cuts, are lost. Constraints that become redundant in
(CGLPi ) due to the disjunction used pose an additional problem.
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To overcome the discussed drawbacks, Fischetti et al. [21] propose the Euclidean
normalization
m+n
m+n


âi  ui +
âi  vi + u0 + v0 = 1
(25)
i=1

i=1

where âi is the i-th row of Â and v denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector v.
This approach is equivalent to scaling the system Âx ≥ b̂ such that every row of Â
has Euclidean norm equal to 1. Clearly, the Euclidean normalization is not aﬀected
by scaling.

3 Implementation
In this section we describe several technical details of our implementation. We
created a framework which allows for eﬃcient computation, handling, storage and
combination of simplex tableau rows.
Unfortunately a mixed-integer program is generally not given in the form (MIP≥ ).
Therefore consider a mixed-integer linear program in a very general form
min
s.t.

L≤
˜l ≤

cT x
Ãx
x
xj

≤D
≤ d˜
∈ Z, j ∈ ÑI

(MIP)

m
ñ
where c, x ∈ Rñ , A ∈ Rm×ñ , L, D ∈ (R ∪ {−∞, +∞}) , ˜l, d˜ ∈ (R ∪ {−∞, +∞}) ,
ÑI ⊆ Ñ = {1, ..., ñ} and M = {1, . . . , m}. It consists of an objective function,
˜ on the variables. All of the latter
constraints with ranges (L, D) and bounds (˜l, d)
parts are linear. Moreover, some of the variables are constrained to take integral
values.
An (MIP) can be restated in an alternative form by transforming all constraints
(rows) of Ã into equalities. In MIP solvers this is accomplished by a standardized
procedure which adds a complete identity matrix to the constraint matrix Ã.

min
s.t.
l≤

c T xS
Ax
x
xj

=0
≤d
∈ Z, j ∈ NI

(MIP= )

 


 

˜l
x
d˜
∈ Rn , d =
∈ Rn and
where A = Ã | I ∈ Rm×n , x = S ∈ Rn , l =
xL
−D
−L
n = ñ + m. The system (MIP= ) is also known as the internal model representation
(IMR). The variables xS which are associated with the matrix Ã are called structural
variables (or structurals) and the remaining variables which were introduced to
obtain equality constraints are called logical variables (or logicals) . The ranges on
the constraints are transformed into bounds on the logical variables.
State-of-the-art simplex engines do not explicitly work on the simplex tableau.
The row of the simplex tableau corresponding to a basic variable xi is obtained by
multiplying the i-th row of the basis inverse with the constraint matrix A. Let the
result of this multiplication be

āij xj = 0
(26)
xi +
j∈J

where i ∈ B. Suppose that the set J is partitioned into (J l , J d ) such that J d
contains the indices of the non-basic variables which are at their upper bound and
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J l consists of the indices of the non-basic variables which are at their lower bound.
By complementing the variables in J d and shifting the variables in J l we obtain

āij sj ,
(27)
xi = āi0 −
j∈J

where the variables s are the surplus variables from the simple lower bound constraints xj ≥ lj for j ∈ J l and slack variables from the simple upper bound constraints xj ≤ dj for j ∈ J d and


āi0 = −
āij dj −
āij lj .
j∈J d

j∈J l

3.1 K-Cuts
Integrating k-cuts into an existing separation routine for GMI cuts is quite easy.
For the resulting cuts to remain valid, the values for k have to be integral. In our
implementation, we generate k-cuts for k = 2i , i = 0, . . . , 3.

3.2 Combined Gomory Mixed-Integer Cuts
The combination procedure as proposed by Ceria et al. [16] has some major drawbacks. Suppose that we intend to combine a number of LP tableau rows and have
computed multipliers such that the GMI cut generated from the combination has
a maximal right-hand side. In the second part of the procedure, we now want to
optimize the coeﬃcients on the left-hand side. A correlation which has an important inﬂuence on this part of the algorithm is that the number of coeﬃcients on
the left-hand side that can be optimized is constrained by the number of involved
tableau rows. Note that the LP tableau consists of m rows (basic variables) and ñ
(number of structurals) non-basic variables. In case that each row contains nonzero
coeﬃcients for all non-basic variables and m ≥ ñ optimizing all of the non-basic
coeﬃcients is possible but potentially computationally expensive whereas it would
be generally impossible if m < ñ. In our implementation we use three tableau rows
at a time.
The transformation of all entries of a simplex tableau into a rational representation can theoretically always be obtained by choosing a suﬃciently large D. Unfortunately the size of the multipliers μj for j = 1, . . . , p is proportional to the size
of D. Large multipliers can produce inaccuracies and lead to invalid cuts and will,
in addition, bring about large coeﬃcients on variables which are not optimized by
the procedure. Therefore a resulting cut might have strong coeﬃcients on a few
variables and large, weak coeﬃcients on the majority of the non-basic variables.
In particular, remember that the coeﬃcients of continuous non-basic variables in
the GMI cut are proportional in size to the entries in the combined tableau row.
Therefore in our implementation we set D = 100 and round the coeﬃcients of the
rows of the simplex tableau accordingly.

3.3 Reduce-and-Split Cuts
The reduce-and-split reduction algorithm is implemented as follows. In a ﬁrst step,
we compute and store tableau rows corresponding to basic integer variables. As
these tableau rows are of the form (26), we do not have to consider right-hand sides
in any part of the algorithm. Then we compute the quadratic Euclidean norm of all
of these tableau rows. The reduce-and-split reduction algorithm iteratively replaces
each row of the constructed matrix by a new row which has smaller coeﬃcients on
the continuous variables by forming linear combinations of simplex tableau rows.
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Observe that our implementation is a slight variation of the reduce-and-split cuts
as described in [2]. After the simplex tableau has been reduced by forming the
linear combinations, Andersen et al. strengthen the underlying split disjunction
and then generate the intersection cut. In our implementation we directly generate
the GMI cut from a reduced simplex tableau row.

3.4 Lift-and-Project Cuts
The correspondence between solving (CGLPi ) and performing pivots on (LP) relies
on the fact that bounds are explicitly stored in the constraint set such that a row of
an (LP) tableau row can exclusively be written in the space of the slack or surplus
variables respectively. Speciﬁcally, the theory assumes that all structural variables
are unrestricted. However, in state-of-the-art optimization software bounds on variables are stored separately from the constraint matrix. Suppose that the problem is
given in the form (MIP= ). Reconsider the transformed row of the simplex tableau
xk = āk0 −



ākj sj ,

(28)

j∈J

where sj are slack or surplus variables of the bound constraints xj ≤ dj and xj ≥ lj .
The transformation ensures that all non-basic variables are slack or surplus variables
which are at their lower bound. To be able to handle a basic structural variable
xk which is bounded, we can again use the corresponding slack or surplus variables
from the bound constraints.

slk = (āk0 − lk ) −
ākj sj
(29a)
j∈J

sdk = (dk − āk0 ) −



(−ākj ) sj

(29b)

j∈J

Pivoting the surplus variable slk of the lower bound constraint xk − slk = lk out of
the basis is equivalent to making xk non-basic at its lower bound lk . Thus, we have
to transform the tableau row into the form (29a). On the other hand, pivoting the
slack variable sdk of the upper bound constraint xk + sdk = dk out of the basis is
equivalent to making xk non-basic at its upper bound dk . In this case, we have to
transform the tableau row into the form (29b).
3.4.1 Computing the Reduced Cost
As we have the choice to either pivot xk to its lower bound lk or to its upper bound
dk , we have to slightly modify the computation of the reduced cost:
rul k = −σ + (āk0 − lk ) (1 − x∗i ) − τk
rvl k
rudk
rvdk

= −σ −
= −σ +
= −σ −

(āk0 − lk ) (1 − x∗i ) + (x∗k − lk ) + τk
(dk − āk0 ) (1 − x∗i ) + τk
(dk − āk0 ) (1 − x∗i ) + (dk − x∗k ) − τk

(30a)
(30b)
(30c)
(30d)

To eﬃciently separate lift-and-project cuts in the framework of Balas and Perregaard a specialized simplex code is necessary. A point which is of crucial importance
is a fast computation of the reduced cost, particularly the values τk . It is possible to obtain τk by recomputing the k-th (LP) tableau row and then perform the
multiplication based on the partitioning of the entries. As this approach involves
computing a large number of tableau rows, it is computationally very expensive.
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But, as the multipliers are equal for each tableau row, we can rewrite the expression
for τk in the form

ākj yj
τk =
j∈J

=



A−1
B AJ


kj

yj

j∈J

=


j∈J

= A−1
Bk

A−1
Bk (AJ )j yj


(AJ )j yj

j∈J

where A−1
Bk is the k-th row of the basis inverse, (AJ )j is the j-th non-basic column
of A, yj = σ for j ∈ M1 and yj = s∗j − σ for j ∈ M2 . To obtain the vector τ , i.e.
the value of τk for all (LP) tableau rows, all at once, we have to solve the system
AB τ =



(AJ )j yj

(31)

j∈J

for τ . Fortunately, solving this system is a standard operation in state-of-theart simplex engines. Speciﬁcally, it involves one ftran (forward transformation)
operation, which is carried out in highly eﬃcient manor.
3.4.2 Finding the Incoming Variable
As elaborated above, the variable which enters the basis is identiﬁed by ﬁnding the
minimum of the functions g + (γ) and g − (γ). A procedure for ﬁnding the minima
of these functions is described by Perregaard [27]. An important detail is that it
is not necessary to identify the minima of both functions. Suppose that we want
to perform a pivot on the element ākp in row k = i that makes xk non-basic at its
lower bound. Using the bounds on xk , we can rewrite the corresponding row of the
simplex tableau in the form (29a). The pivot then has the following eﬀect on (27):
⎞
⎛

(32)
xi = āi0 + γp (āk0 − lk ) − ⎝
(āij + γp ākj ) sj + γp slk ⎠
j∈J
ā

ip
is the coeﬃcient of the variable that was just pivoted
Now, observe that γp = − ākp
out of the basis in the new combined simplex tableau row associated with xi . This
is also true in case we pivot xk to its upper bound. Moreover, if we update the
partition (M1 , M2 ) of the non-basic indexes, the sign of γp will determine whether
slk (or xk respectively) is linked to the basic variable uk or vk in (CGLPi ). Therefore,
if we select xk due the reduced cost rul k or rudk , it follows that γ < 0. On the other
hand, choosing xk based on reduced cost rvl k or rvdk implies that γ > 0. The practical
consequence of this correlation is that one only needs to minimize either g + (γ) or
g − (γ) once the leaving variable has been selected.

3.4.3 Handling General Integer Variables
The procedure for generating lift-and-project cuts as outlined above is designed
to exclusively deal with 0-1 variables. Only cuts for fractional 0-1 variables are
generated, i.e. xi with 0 < āi0 < 1. An (LP) tableau row which belongs to a basic
general-integer variable has the form (14) where li ≤ āi0 ≤ di . By rewriting this
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row as
xi − āi0  = (āi0 − āi0 ) −
= fi0 −





āij sj

j∈J

āij sj

(33)

j∈J

we obtain a form that the method can handle as 0 < fi0 < 1. Basically, we use the
disjunction
(34)
(−xi ≥ − āi0 ) ∨ (xi ≥ āi0 ) .
3.4.4 Disjunctive Modularization
In order to approximate the generation of an optimal split cut, Balas and Bonami
[6] iteratively strengthen the considered (LP) tableau row after each pivot by disjunctive modularization. More precisely, after each pivot the reference row of the
(LP) tableau (14) is replaced by the row

yi = āi0 −
ϕ̄ij sj
(35)
j∈J

where yi is a new unrestricted integer-constrained variable and
⎧
⎪
for j ∈ J ∩ NI and fij ≤ āi0
⎨fij
ϕ̄ij = fij − 1 for j ∈ J ∩ NI and fij > āi0
⎪
⎩
āij
otherwise
with fij = āij − āij . It is easy to see that the intersection cut derived from (35)
is the strengthened intersection cut (or GMI cut) derived from (14).
3.4.5 Scaling
Fischetti et al. [21] show that the coeﬃcient matrix of an MIP can be ill-conditioned
in the sense that the scaling of certain constraints prevents the lift-and-project
algorithm from producing cuts that are as strong as possible. As a solution they
propose the Euclidean normalization (25) which is equivalent to a scaling of the
coeﬃcient matrix.
Balas and Bonami [7] take up the ideas of Fischetti et al. and study the normalization constraint
m+n

λi (ui + vi ) + u0 + v0 = λ0 ,
(36)
i=1

where λi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , m + n and λ0 is a positive integer. Introducing the new
normalization (36) into (CGLPi ) is easy. Moreover, the correspondence between
bases of (LP) and (CGLPi ) is not aﬀected by this normalization. However, the
algorithm optimizing (CGLPi ) by pivoting on the original (LP) tableau needs to be
adapted. Speciﬁcally, the calculation of the reduced cost (20) and the evaluation
functions (23) is based on the assumption that the standard normalization ve +
ue + v0 + u0 = 1 is used. The adapted formulae for the new normalization can be
found in [7]. In our implementation, we set the values λi as shown in (25).
3.4.6 Additional Considerations
For lift-and-project cuts to be competitive with plain Gomory mixed-integer cuts,
the pivoting procedure outlined above must be implemented eﬃciently. There are
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a number of factors which have a large impact on the overall performance. Starting
from the optimal (LP) tableau row a number of pivots is performed for each basic
integral variable that is fractional. After pivoting based on the reduced cost of
(CGLP), one has to restore the initial optimal (LP) basis. Of course, this can be
done by running the dual simplex algorithm of MOPS. Although only a few pivots of
the dual simplex may be necessary to return to (LP) optimality, it has to be executed
m (number of rows) times in the worst case. Therefore we initially save the optimal
(LP) basis which can then be restored very quickly by ﬁlling the appropriate data
structures. To be able to work with the optimal (LP) tableau, we need to refactorize
the basis. We found that this approach is considerably faster, especially when liftand-project cuts are generated for a large number of basic variables. As previously
discussed the calculation of the reduced cost of (CGLP) is a critical part of the
lift-and-project algorithm. Moreover, once the reduced cost are computed, they are
scanned for the most negative element several times in each iteration. To reduce the
eﬀort needed for this operation, we maintain a stack which contains the indexes of
the (LP) tableau rows corresponding to basic variables which have negative reduced
costs.

4 Computational Experiments
In this section we report on the computational experience we made with the previously discussed approaches to strengthen GMI cuts. The computations were carried
out on the Mittelmann MIP collection [26] and MIPLIB 3.0 [14]. We removed six
instances from the test set due to the fact that they caused numerical issues1 or we
could not obtain the IP optimum.2 Furthermore, we do not consider instances where
none of the tested conﬁgurations was able to generate violated cutting planes.3 In
these cases, cuts were rejected due to density or other numerical reasons. The remaining test set consists of 102 instances. All of the test runs were conducted on
an Intel Core 2 Duo PC with 2.40 GHz and 8 GB of main memory.
We add ten rounds of cuts at the root node (cut-and-branch). Cutting planes are
generated for the ﬁfty most fractional integer-constrained variables. For all variants
of the lift-and-project algorithm we test the limit on the number of pivots is ten.
The generated cuts are stored in a cut pool which selects the best cuts. Cut quality
is mainly measured by the Euclidean distance between the cut hyperplane and the
(LP) solution. We use the Markowitz criterion [25] to reject cuts that are very dense
as these cuts are likely to slow down the LU factorization. To reduce the variability
between test runs and improve the comparability of the results, we provide the
optimal value of the objective function as a cut-oﬀ value. For each instance in the
test set we report the percentage of integrality gap closed at the root node, the
number of branching nodes, the computation time (in seconds) and the number of
cutting planes added to the LP relaxation. We impose a time limit of one hour per
instance. Note that we only use the cutting planes discussed in this paper. All of
the other cutting planes (e.g. MIR cuts) are deactivated. Detailed results obtained
with the diﬀerent separation algorithms are presented in the tables A.1, A.2, A.3,
A.4 A.5, A.6 and A.7 in [1].
We frequently use performance proﬁles [20] for a more comprehensive view on
the performance of algorithms. Suppose algorithms t ∈ T , test instances s ∈ S
and a performance measure qt,s which quantiﬁes how algorithm t performs on instance s (e.g. running times) are given. Performance proﬁles evaluate algorithms
1 neos4,

qap10, neos823206
neos16, neos19
3 bc1, dano3 3, dano3 4, dano3 5, m20-75-1, m20-75-2, m20-75-3, m20-75-4, m20-75-5,
mas74, mas76, misc07, neos13, neos17, neos5, neos671048, pk1, prod2
2 neos15,
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by computing ratios qt,s /qt∗s ,s for all t ∈ T and s ∈ S where t∗s is the algorithm that
performs best on instance s.

4.1 Solution Times
In the following we examine the performance of the discussed approaches with
regard to solution times. For this analysis, we exclude all easy instances from the
test set. These instances can be solved in ﬁve seconds or less by any of the tested
conﬁgurations. Similarly, we do not consider instances that can not be solved by
any of the tested conﬁgurations within one hour of computation time.
In a ﬁrst experiment, we compare the standard GMI cuts with k-cuts, combined
GMI cuts, reduce-and-split (R&S) cuts, and lift-and-project (L&P) cuts. Table 1

separator
GMI cuts
K-cuts
R&S cuts
Comb. GMI cuts
L&P cuts
# instances

t ≤ 10
3.50
3.77
2.97
6.10
3.77
11

geometric mean of solution times
on instances solved with GMI cuts in t seconds
10 < t ≤ 600 600 < t ≤ 1800 1800 < t ≤ 3600
110.62
1213.12
2593.62
148.82
1567.21
2155.31
156.46
1568.37
1815.20
122.80
1456.33
1933.14
128.96
1205.45
1204.20
32
5
5

3600 < t
3600.00
3600.00
3600.00
3600.00
3298.75
4

Table 1: Comparison with GMI cuts
shows geometric means of the solution times needed by the diﬀerent variants. A
ﬁrst observation that can be made is that GMI cuts are hard to beat in general.
On the other hand, the strengthening approaches can help to reduce the solution
times on instances that are diﬃcult to solve using only GMI cuts. Concerning
instances which can be solved with GMI cuts in between half an hour and an hour
of computation time, table 1 reveals that separating L&P cuts can signiﬁcantly
speed up the solution process. Nevertheless, GMI cuts are superior on the easier
instances.
Figure 1 shows performance proﬁles of GMI cuts and the four strengthening
approaches on the test set based on solution times. On about 35% of the instances
GMI cuts are faster than the other four algorithms. Furthermore, GMI cuts are
able to solve about 90% of the instances in the reduced test set to optimality within
the time limit. Combined GMI cuts outperform the other algorithms on 40% of
the instances. As expected, these instances are mainly pure integer programs (IPs).
R&S cuts and k-cuts are only successful on a few instances. In addition ﬁgure 1 again
shows that L&P cuts outperform GMI cuts on some instances. Considering the
interval in that the time factor takes values between about 5 and 40, the performance
proﬁle of the L&P cuts lies above all other proﬁles. This means that the L&P
cuts are solving the most instances in this interval. On the other hand, GMI cuts
are often faster than L&P cuts on relatively easy instances where the additional
computational work performed by the L&P algorithm does not pay oﬀ. To support
the latter statement also consider table A.5 in [1] which shows the performance of
diﬀerent strengthening techniques on instances that can not be solved by GMI cuts
within 300 seconds of computation time. On these instances L&P cuts are really
competitive to GMI cuts, i.e. the geometric mean of the solution times with L&P
cuts is 877.49 seconds while it is 1197.55 seconds with GMI cuts.
Table 2 is an excerpt of the tables A.1 and A.2 (cf. [1]) and shows the best
cases where one of the strengthening methods is more than 10% faster than the
GMI cuts. The boldfaced numbers highlight the minimal value per instance. For
example, observe that combined GMI cuts are superior on the integer programs
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Figure 1: Performance proﬁles of solution times

30 05 100, harp2, and neos897005 as well as on the mixed 0-1 programs ran13x13
and swath2. Also note that the instance gesa2 o is only solved with L&P cuts
within the time limit. Moreover R&S cuts are clearly superior on neos2, neos3 and
ran12x21.
In the following we experiment with diﬀerent enhancements of the lift-and-project
algorithm. We test three additional variants: the L&P algorithm with disjunctive
modularization (L&P DM), the L&P algorithm with the Euclidean normalization
(L&P SC) and a variant that uses both techniques (L&P DM-SC). Table A.2 in [1]
provides detailed results obtained with these variants. Note that we only consider
the standard L&P algorithm and the three variants here. Concerning these variants,
L&P DM and L&P SC are the fastest on about 35% and 28% of the instances in
the test set respectively whereas the standard L&P cuts are fastest on 22%. The
combined algorithm L&P DM-SC wins on about 37% of the instances. L&P SC
solves the most instances to optimality of all L&P variants. Table 3 again shows
the best cases where one variant outperforms the standard L&P cuts by 10% or
more of computation time. Again the boldfaced numbers highlight the minimal
running time per instance. The variant L&P DM can improve upon the results
on the standard L&P cuts. For example, the instances neos648910 and ran12x21
solve faster using disjunctive modularization. The variant L&P SC is even faster
than L&P DM on the instances gesa2 o, neos20 and ran10x26 among others.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the instance acc5 is only solved by the
variants which use the Euclidean normalization (25).
As elaborated above, there is no clear winner among the enhanced L&P versions,
i.e. no particular version is best on all instances. Table A.2 in [1] shows that the
average running time over the whole test set of all L&P versions is quite comparable.
The average running time obtained with the standard L&P cuts is 1081.55 seconds.
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instance
10teams
30 05 100
30 95 98
air04
bell3a
bell5
bienst1
gesa2
gesa2 o
harp2
modglob
neos2
neos20
neos22
neos3
neos648910
neos897005
p0548
p2756
pp08a
prod1
ran10x26
ran12x21
ran13x13
rout
seymour1
swath1
swath2
vpm1
vpm2

GMI cuts
4.8
468.6
77.4
56.4
4.2
375.0
97.8
582.0
> 3600.0
453.6
2265.6
151.8
157.8
281.4
2737.8
841.2
162.6
9.6
77.4
91.8
3367.2
136.2
1786.2
334.8
433.2
1675.8
2099.4
1701.6
6.0
217.8

solution times (in seconds)
K-cuts
R&S cuts Comb. GMI cuts
5.4
4.8
79.8
471.6
904.8
109.2
75.0
77.4
65.4
61.8
57.0
46.8
4.2
4.2
3.6
> 3600.0
126.0
82.8
98.4
83.4
120.6
586.8
501.6
583.2
> 3600.0
> 3600.0
> 3600.0
453.6
455.4
324.0
> 3600.0
> 3600.0
> 3600.0
508.2
135.6
245.4
103.8
151.8
306.0
225.0
175.8
149.4
1874.4
1746.0
2584.8
842.4
> 3600.0
2424.6
160.8
157.2
129.6
6.0
9.0
4.8
71.4
69.6
115.8
91.8
1205.4
85.8
3369.6
3375.6
1035.6
121.8
126.6
148.2
2229.6
1281.6
1605.6
249.0
423.0
209.4
434.4
378.0
635.4
2275.8
1681.2
1677.0
568.2
258.0
778.2
> 3600.0
1780.8
1315.8
6.0
0.2
1.2
658.8
330.6
262.8

L&P cuts
3.6
1455.6
129.0
61.2
4.2
9.0
136.2
584.4
2538.0
628.8
1086.6
225.6
258.6
252.6
2065.8
742.2
188.4
0.2
117.0
22.8
1878.6
184.8
1648.8
225.6
294.6
681.0
166.8
> 3600.0
1.2
164.4

Table 2: Solution times - best cases
Only the variant using the Euclidean normalization is faster on average with 1060.49
seconds. On the hard instances the situation is the same (cf. table A.5 in [1]).
Finally, we performed experiments with combinations of the strengthening approaches (cf. tables A.3 and A.4 in [1]). With respect to solution times, the combinations of the diﬀerent techniques do not lead to an improvement. The geometric
mean of the solution times obtained with GMI cuts is 57.63 seconds. This is the
smallest value among all tested versions.

4.2 Dual Bounds and Enumeration
In this subsection we study how the discussed cutting planes strengthen the formulation of the instances in the test set. To this end, we examine the amount of
integrality gap closed at the root node and the number of branch-and-bound nodes.
Whenever dual bounds (or integrality gaps) are considered, we do not include instances where there is no gap between the objective function value of the optimal
solution to the LP and the IP (or MIP).
Similar to the previous subsection, we start by analyzing the amount of integrality
gap closed by generating GMI cuts, combined GMI cuts, R&S cuts and L&P cuts. In
contrast to the previous study on solution times, ﬁgure 2 reveals that there is a clear
best performer with respect to the amount of integrality gap closed. Speciﬁcally,
L&P cuts close the largest amount of integrality gap on about 58% of the instances.
Furthermore, L&P cuts are actually able to close any integrality gap on about 86%.
In comparison, GMI cuts close the largest amount on 26% of the test set and succeed
in moving the dual bound at all on 84%. The average gap closed with GMI cuts is
37.80% while it is 42.72% with the standard L&P cuts.
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instance
30 05 100
acc1
acc5
air05
bell3a
gesa2
gesa2 o
harp2
mod010
neos20
neos21
neos6
neos648910
neos808444
neos897005
p2756
pp08acuts
prod1
ran10x26
ran12x21
swath1
swath2
swath3
vpm1
vpm2

L&P
1455.6
12.0
> 3600.0
133.2
4.2
584.4
2538.0
628.8
6.0
258.6
105.0
> 3600.0
742.2
60.6
188.4
117.0
27.6
1878.6
184.8
1648.8
166.8
> 3600.0
> 3600.0
1.2
164.4
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solution times (in seconds)
L&P DM L&P SC L&P DM-SC
918.0
450.6
292.8
9.6
15.0
878.4
> 3600.0
408.6
408.6
102.6
114.6
105.6
4.8
4.2
3.6
581.4
360.6
360.0
2530.2
1787.4
1788.6
557.4
688.8
487.8
8.4
4.2
4.2
347.4
205.8
72.0
73.2
105.0
81.6
1383.0 > 3600.0
> 3600.0
359.4
2195.4
738.0
> 3600.0 > 3600.0
39.6
112.2
189.0
199.8
89.4
67.2
48.6
13.2
21.6
16.2
1872.6
981.0
> 3600.0
183.6
147.6
109.2
1062.6
1340.4
2891.4
90.6
268.2
160.8
> 3600.0
1177.2
> 3600.0
3046.8 > 3600.0
> 3600.0
1.2
0.6
1.2
71.4
231.0
415.2

Table 3: Solution times with L&P variants - best cases

The increase in the dual bounds mostly results in a reduction of the number
of branch-and-bound nodes. Figure 3 shows that the number of nodes obtained
by separating L&P cuts is the smallest on 34% of the test set. The remaining
strengthening approaches lead to the minimal number of nodes in between 16%
(GMI cuts) and 19% (combined GMI cuts) of the instances in the test set. The
geometric mean of the number of nodes using L&P cuts is 10092.33 nodes which is
clearly smaller than the geometric mean yielded by GMI cuts (11980.15 nodes).
Concerning the enhancements to the L&P cuts, L&P DM closes the largest
amount of integrality gap on 34%, L&P SC on 44% and L&P DM-SC on 41% of the
instances in the test set. The standard L&P cuts are best on 32% of the instances.
Note that the overall sum of the percentages is larger than hundred percent due
to the fact that several algorithms close the same amount of integrality gap on a
number of instances (e.g. 10teams). The average integrality gap closed with the
enhancements is consistently larger than the one closed without them (cf. table A.2
in [1]). This shows that the performance of L&P cuts can be improved by these
techniques.
However, nothing is perfect. The L&P algorithm in its current version is heavily
dependent on the formulation of the IP or MIP. To show this, we ran the L&P
cut separator without applying the LP preprocessing of MOPS (cf. table A.4 in
[1]). Consider the instances gesa2 and gesa2 o. Without LP preprocessing, L&P
cuts close 82.35% and 87.81% of the integrality gap for these instances respectively.
When LP preprocessing is applied, L&P cuts only close 29.49% and 8.40% of the
integrality gap respectively. This shows how changes in the conﬁguration which
seem to be irrelevant for other parts of the solver can lead to a drastic change
in performance. Therefore there is still room for improvements concerning the
robustness of the L&P cuts.
Combining GMI cuts with R&S cuts or combined GMI cuts increases the running
times as additional time is spent in the separation routines. The geometric mean
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Figure 2: Performance proﬁles of integrality gaps closed

of the integrality gaps closed by the combination of GMI and combined GMI cuts
is 36.81%. This is slightly smaller than the geometric mean of the gaps closed by
GMI cuts alone, namely 37.80%. The number of branch-and-bound nodes processed
by the combination is also larger. Separating GMI cuts together with R&S cuts
does increase the average amount of integrality gap closed (cf. table A.3 in [1]).
Furthermore, the number of nodes is also decreasing. The combination of all three
cut separators does not improve upon the results of GMI cuts together with R&S
cuts. The geometric means of the integrality gaps closed are equal. The number
of cutting planes added to the LP relaxation is more or less the same in all these
conﬁgurations.
The combination of L&P cuts with combined GMI cuts and R&S cuts consistently
increases the amount of integrality gap closed. The geometric means are 42.72%
with L&P cuts, 43.15% with L&P cuts and combined GMI cuts, 43.37% with L&P
cuts and R&S cuts and 44.17% with all of the three aforementioned cut separators.
The number of nodes is marginally increasing along with the amount of integrality
gap closed. Although these improvements are not dramatic, two conclusions can be
drawn. First, the other cut separators are obviously generating cutting planes that
are not generated by the L&P algorithm. Secondly, although the L&P algorithm
is the only exact approach (i.e. optimizing the (CGLP)), the formulation of an
IP or MIP can be successfully strengthened by combining L&P cuts with heuristic
approaches like R&S cuts. While the dual bounds are clearly better, the solution
times are unfortunately increasing. Part of the increase is due to the additional
computational work necessary for the separation of combined GMI cuts and R&S
cuts. The number of added cutting planes is again quite comparable.
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Figure 3: Performance proﬁles of number of nodes

4.3 Cut Characteristics
In this subsection, we investigate the cutting planes that are generated by the diﬀerent separators. We proceed as follows. For each instance we compute the violation,
the Euclidean distance, the number of non-zeros, the average coeﬃcient on a continuous variable, and the average coeﬃcient on an integer-constrained variable of
the cuts generated from the initial optimal basis of the LP relaxation. Furthermore,
we save the number of generated cutting planes. We do this for all separators. We
then use these values to compute averages over all cutting planes generated by a
speciﬁc separator.
Table A.6 (cf. [1]) shows the ratios between the averages calculated for GMI cuts
and the strengthening techniques, i.e. k-cuts, R&S cuts, combined GMI cuts, and
L&P cuts. K-cuts have very similar characteristics to GMI cuts. The geometric
mean of the Euclidean distances is 3% larger than in the GMI cuts. Nevertheless,
the separated k-cuts are in some instances signiﬁcantly more violated than the GMI
cuts. For example, consider the set-partitioning instance air03 where the average
k-cut is 28% more violated than the GMI cut.
As elaborated above, R&S cuts aim at increasing the Euclidean distance of a cut
by reducing the Euclidean norm of the continuous coeﬃcients. Table A.6 (cf. [1])
shows that R&S cuts often succeed in reaching this goal. In case of the instance
binkar10 1 the average size of the continuous variables in the R&S cuts is only
about 22% of the average size of the continuous variables in the GMI cuts and
the average Euclidean distance is about 91% larger than the one obtained using
GMI cuts. Also consider the instance ran13x13. In general, the geometric mean
of the Euclidean distances over all instances is 15% larger than in the GMI cuts.
In addition R&S cuts are are not substantially denser than the GMI cuts. This is
remarkable since the R&S reduction algorithm combines a lot of relatively dense
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tableau rows and only takes care of the size of the continuous variables.
As expected and discussed before, the size of the coeﬃcients on the continuous and
integer-constrained variables in the combined GMI cuts is clearly larger than in the
GMI cuts. For example, consider the instance bienst2 where the average coeﬃcient
on a continuous variable is about 540 times larger than in the GMI cuts. Concerning
all instances, the geometric mean of the average size of the continuous and integral
variables is 3.39 and 5.45 times larger respectively. Moreover the combined GMI cuts
contain 21% more non-zero elements than the GMI cuts on average. On the other
hand, combined GMI cuts are successfully increasing the violation on a number of
instances (e.g. ran13x13).
Concerning the improvement of cut quality, L&P cuts are very successful. Compared to GMI cuts, the average Euclidean distance of the L&P cuts is about 50%
percent larger while the average violation is 3% larger. Observe that we compute
the average violation of the ﬁnal cuts instead of the ﬁnal values of the objective
function of (CGLP). Therefore the L&P cuts are not necessarily more violated than
the GMI cuts. Although one could expect the pivot operations to make the cuts
denser, this is not the case. The coeﬃcients in the L&P cuts are also slightly smaller
than in the GMI cuts. Finally, note that the L&P algorithm adds 14% more cutting
planes on average. This is due to the increased quality of the generated cuts.
The results show that the L&P algorithm is the most successful with respect to
the improvement of the cut quality. The resulting enhanced cuts allow for closing a
larger portion of the integrality gap. Concerning the other separators, table A.6 in
[1] again reveals that these only produce better cutting planes on a limited number
of instances. Nevertheless, they are not useless.
In the following we conduct a similar analysis for the enhancements to the L&P
algorithm. Table A.7 in [1] shows the ratios between the averages calculated for L&P
cuts and the enhancements, i.e. L&P algorithm with disjunctive modularization,
L&P algorithm with the Euclidean normalization and a variant that uses both ideas.
Disjunctive modularization produces cutting planes with almost the same characteristics as the standard L&P algorithm. Nevertheless, our computational experiments showed that using disjunctive modularization can reduce the running times
signiﬁcantly. On some instances the cut quality is also increased (e.g. ran12x21).
The variant that applies the Euclidean normlization produces cuts which are
about 2% more violated and where the Euclidean distance is about 5% larger on
average. For example, on the instance prod1 the average Euclidean distance is
about 29% larger than the one obtained separating standard L&P cuts. On the
other hand, the cuts tend to be a bit denser and the size of the coeﬃcients increases
a little on average.
Using both techniques in combination yields cuts which are on average 2% more
violated and where we measure 3% of additional Euclidean distance. In case of the
instance harp2 the cuts are on average 38% more violated than the standard L&P
cuts. Also the Euclidean distance is larger by a factor of about two. Note that
the combination of both techniques also outperforms the other L&P variants with
respect to running times on this instance. In general, an additional observation is
that the cuts are on average 50% denser than the standard L&P cuts. The geometric
mean is 2% of additional density.
The previously discussed results show that disjunctive modularization and the
Euclidean normlization can enhance the computational power of the L&P cuts. In
many cases the cut quality measured by the violation or the Euclidean distance is
increased. This, in turn, results in reduced integrality gaps or running times.

Strengthening Gomory Mixed-Integer Cuts
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we surveyed approaches to strengthen Gomory mixed-integer cuts.
The implementation of all of these algorithms was described in detail. Then we
conducted detailed computational experiments in the cut-and-branch framework of
the MIP solver MOPS. We also analyzed the properties of the cutting planes that
are created by the diﬀerent methods. The results revealed that it is diﬃcult to
compete with GMI cuts based on solution times. On the other hand, we showed
that the strengthened cuts are superior when integrality gaps are considered. We
were also able to show that the combined Gomory cuts are successful on some
instances. Moreover we showed that combinations of strengthening approaches can
be eﬀective.
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